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friendly menu and
properties - signal analize in
much details. - DB search
to find compatible remote
control - Transmite remote

control command from
base using IgorPlug-USB or

COM port The program
comes as self-contained

executable file. The
executable file, named

RCExplorer.exe, is
supplied. To execute the
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program, you need an
updated version of the

program, such as
RCExplorer.zip. To do that

you can find the updated
version in the "Readme.txt"
file in the same directory.
To install the program you
can use: - standalone install
- Internet installation - Web

installation To install the
program, you need the

following files: -
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RCExplorer.exe (current
version) - RCExplorer.ini -
db.ini - readme.txt - exe-
web.txt (if you want to

install RCExplorer directly
from a web site for

example) - root-web-
admin.txt On the windows

install you only need to
copy the executable, the ini-
file and the readme file in a
directory (otherwise it can
give you some error when
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you start the program). If
you want to install from an
Internet directory (using the
zipfile) you need to extract

the files as described
above. What do you need to

start RCExplorer: - The
executable

RCExplorer.exe. - The
db.ini and exe-web.txt files.
The base for the program

are: - Any sound card.
(Foscam supports the IR,
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and analog part of remote
control is designed to work

fine on Foscam, and of
course all other non-toshiba

IR receiver) - IgorPlug-
USB driver for USB-Serial

interface. You need to
download the driver from
(the official driver is the
IgorPlug2 driver if it is
installed it should work

fine, but it is only Windows
XP support driver) - The
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USB-Serial cable is only an
information, you don't need
to use it. The output of the

new program will appear on
USB port. The program

makes use of the window
but this is not mandatory,

you can start it in the
console and the process will
run in background. Note: If

you modify the database
with a not registered remote
control, a program messup
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may occur

RCExplorer Crack

RCExplorer (Remote
Control Explorer) is a

Remote Control (RC) and
IR Software Utility.

Copyright (C) 1997 - 2014
Mikko Lassila You can use

this software for free, if
you like. You can use it for
study purposes only. You
can use this software for
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commercial purposes, if
you like. But please think
about the source code of

this product, and credit the
product author, Mikko
Lassila. If you want to
make modifications or
corrections you should

know that the source code
of this product may be

available, but it is not safe
to let this software used for
commercial purposes. Any
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credits to any 3rd party
software is always

welcomed if it is properly
given. Why this program is

only for RC remote
control? In the past, I had
very good and expensive

equipment, for my
scientific use, this was an
IR remote control unit.
Since then, I read a lot

about remote control, and
started to make some notes
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in a little program, that
would allow me to play

with many of these remote
controls. I was amazed by
the enormous community
of remote control lovers,

and I developed an interest
of making a program for

them. So, I think it is not a
bad thing to add something

to the Internet that will
allow people to see this

wonderful world. What this
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program can do? This
program is designed to
work with IR remote

control. It can receive radio
signals of up to 2 meters
and it can display a signal
in real time, and use data

from base for decoding and
storing the information of
signal. This program can
also transmitt a signal,

using com port, to other
computer systems or to
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remote control units. Are
there any limitations?

There are some limitations,
but they are only for my old
computer system, that is not

upgradable to a Windows
2000 operation system or

greater. If you have a better
equipment, this program
would be able to do any

rate or modulated signal. If
your equipment is also

programmed by
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microprocessor, the
software will have also full
functionality. How to use

this program? For
information, there are 3

ways to use this program: -
To read in real time, using
sound card, a signal from a

RC remote control. - To
decode a signal, using serial
port, to your computer. - To

send the information of a
signal to another computer,
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using serial port. When you
start this program for the

first time it will show
09e8f5149f
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RCExplorer Keygen Free Download [April-2022]

- It's only software. -
Supports more than 32
different IR remote control
types (known types, MITR,
PCIR, MRC, Modem,
MicroIR, AMIR, HiIR,
Ultrasonic, UPNP,
Bluetooth, Z-wave, etc.). -
Supports more than 20 IR
remote control. - Shows
graphs in real time. - Cheks
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all the incoming IR signals
from a remote control on
the base. - Shows number
of repeat codes. - Uses a
database of known IR
remote control, to complete
reference codes. - It's free
software. - Informed in
case of complex problems
or request. - Use on PC,
MAC or PDA, without
installation. - Run on
GNU/Linux. RCExplorer
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Features: - The RCExplorer
has a free database with all
the IR remote controls
supported in this
application (here). - It is
based on a function (for
code working) in HiIR part
of the program. - It's
database receives a new IR
remote control type in real
time. - It's graphically the
best way to decide which
IR remote controls is the
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best working with a
program. - Transmite
command of remote control
from HiIR part of the
application. - It will check
all the IR remote control on
the base without problems
and shows the quality of it.
- It will search a similar
remote control with the
type and manufacturer of a
remote control in the base.
- Has multi languages. -
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Fast start, with no
intervention of the user. -
The program will not be
open if it is not used for a
long time. - One version of
the program is for
Windows, Linux and Mac
OSX. - It's free!
RCExplorer Downloads: -
Source code - Windows
binary for release RC2 -
Mac OSX binary for
release RC2 - PDA
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versions for test (Windows,
OSX) - Windows binary for
release RC2 - Linux binary
for release RC2 - Mac OSX
binary for release RC2 -
Windows binary for release
RC2 - Windows binary for
PC (not for PDA version) -
Mac OSX binary for
release RC2 - Linux binary
for release RC2 - Windows
binary for PC (not for PDA
version) - Mac OSX binary
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for release RC2 - Linux
binary for release RC2 -
Windows binary for
Windows - Mac

What's New In RCExplorer?

RCExplorer main features
are below: - Using IR
remote control you can
control all programs,
applications, documents
and data files for PC. - You
can open folder and run
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program. - You can run
when you receive a
command from remote
control, like a virus or
malwares can run as if they
are a mouse or an key-
board. - You can stop
remote control before to
launch a program. - You
can execute commands
from remote control using
COM port or using
IgorPlug-USB. - You can
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define to skip a remote
control (like an audio or
video), for example after
clicking to an image. - You
can define a time to send or
receive a command. - You
can use as a standard
remote control. - You can
define a limit the number
of connected remote
control in one software. -
You can close remote
control when you want. -
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You can specify to write in
text files the commands
you receive or execute. -
You can define key to end
the program or to open the
documentation. - You can
use to control Windows
programs, applications and
so on. - You can detect a
several features of remote
control, like power,
batteries, position and the
like. - You can record and
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save remote control to text
files (you can use also
online archive). - You can
generate reports about
connected remote control
and saved text files. - You
can receive a signal from
up to 300 remote control. -
You can define to receive a
text or to receive a file
from remote control. - You
can choose among standard
or custom remote control,
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like: "NEC", "Samsung",
"Lavsan", "Panasonic",
"Grundig"... - You can scan
from 1 to 64 remote control
for detecting at the same
time them. - You can send
commands from remote
control to PC using COM
port or IgorPlug-USB. -
You can use a software to
connect to a DBMS (you
can make a database, you
can change the remote
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control options and so
forth). - You can generate
an HTML file representing
all of remote control to be
transmitted to PC. - You
can export data base. - You
can receive a signal only
when the microphone is
listening. - You can define
an alarm sound, like we say
"Radio Free Rosia",
"Bachelor alarm",
"Explorer alarm" or others.
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- You can define to have an
icon for create a
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7/Vista/XP
Processor: Intel®
Pentium® 4 2.8 GHz or
AMD Athlon® 64 X2 Dual
Core Processor Memory: 2
GB of memory Video: 8
MB of video RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0
Additional Notes:
Minimum System
Requirements: Memory: 2
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